In this Article, we describe that a PT-symmetric Hamiltonian H (PT) and anti-PT-symmetric Hamiltonian H (APT) are related by a similarity transformation with a unitary operator U given in Eq. (7). This statement may cause confusion or incorrect arguments due to its mathematical validity limitation. Therefore, here we provide an additional explanation. This relation is strictly valid only if H (PT) and H (APT) are traceless and off-diagonal elements in H (PT) are purely real. In case of non-traceless cases, one can employ an energyshifting gauge transformation that renders H (PT) and H (APT) traceless, in order to make valid use of the relation. In addition, a similarity relation between traceless H (PT) and H (APT) can be extended for H (PT) with complex-valued off-diagonal elements by a generalized unitary-transformation operator
where θ is phase angle of an off-diagonal element of a traceless H (PT) .
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